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Creating Customer Standard Parts 

In Standard Parts there is a special tool for creating customer standard parts. This tool is integrated in 

the Solid Edge Standard Parts Administrator. This wizard is called BulkPartAdder. You can launch it by 
selecting “Add new part file(s)” in the Add Purchased Standard Parts dialog (Add parts command) and 

then clicking on the “Next” button.  
In the first step you can select one of three methods to add your custom parts (these are dependent on 

your source file): 

· Add from Family Part Master – you can add all the Family of Parts members at once. 

· Add from active Microsoft Excel sheet – you can use an Excel table (either the whole table or just 

a part of it) which contains information on the parts you want to add. 
· Add from manual data entry – you can manually select the part file(s) which you want to add to 

the database as standard part(s). 

Creating Customer Standard Parts from Family Part Master 

This method allows easy registration of an entire Family of Parts using its Part Master. 

Step 1 

Select “Add from Family Part Master” option and click on “Next”. 
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Step 2 

Browse (via the browse button) to the required Family Master Part. Members of the family of parts will 

appear with full path, status and all variables which have values set in the Family of Parts. Family mem-
bers must be created and up-to-date. In the “Add” column you can select the members which should be 

processed.  
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Step 3 

Settings in this step are optional. If you want your custom part to be used as a fitting (or tube) by Solid 

Edge Piping you can check “Add to Piping” and set a number of coordinate systems pairs. To create a 
custom part to be used in Fastener Systems, check “Add to Fastener System” and select appropriate Fas-

tener type (bolt, screw, washer or nut). 
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Step 4 

In this step you should set a category for your custom part(s). Each category should have at least one 

characteristic assigned to it. If you want to add your custom parts to an existing category, you have to 
use the same characteristic set or change (typically increase) the category version. You can create two 

types of characteristics – constant or variable. For variable characteristics a variable must be set in the 
appropriate section of the Properties grid (this variable should correspond with an existing variable in the 

selected Family Master Part). For each characteristic you should set a unit class and the appropriate unit. 
In the Properties section there is also the possibility to add (or remove) custom properties. You can also 

enter a specification and set a standard for the created end category. 
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Step 5 

In step 5 the values of the characteristics (set in the previous step) should be set for each part (family 

member). If you click on the “(select source)” field (below the characteristic name) a list of variables 
(from the Family of Parts) will appear. Selecting one of them will cause its values to be filled out in the 

appropriate column. All values for all characteristics must be set.  
If you check the “Show additional properties” box, then the file properties (standard, Solid Edge and cus-

tom) will be also displayed in the grid. Filling in these values is optional. 
Using the context menu you can also remove a selected part row (at least one row must remain). 
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Step 6 

In this step you are required to create a Visual Navigation category for your newly created category. Cre-

ation of a Visual Navigation category structure requires the following steps: 
 

1. Click on the “Add node”  button to create new visual navigation node. 

2. Confirm new visual navigation code. 

3. Set a name for new node. 

4. Click on the “Change thumbnail”  button and select an image to replace the visual navigation 
code on the visual category’s thumbnail. 

5. Change the category thumbnail for the end category if necessary (preview of the part is selected 
by default). 

6. Click on “OK” to confirm your newly created visual navigation category. 
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Step 7 

In this step the necessary part information is created automatically at first. If you click on “Finish”, the 

required parts will be copied to the Custom_parts folder (in the generated parts file location) and regis-
tered in the database. 

 

 


